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Increase your effectiveness by focusing
on the right targets. Improve your
efficiency by streamlining the process.
Determining which wells require research is more
than simply comparing month-to-month volumes.
The key is to focus your efforts on the anomalies
that are most likely to impact the bottom line.
After selecting the right wells, it is critical that your
system allows for quick resolutions of those
anomalies. iTracker immediately provides your
operator(s) with the relevant information that
facilitates and expedites decisions and counterparty
communication.

iTracker: Work the right wells,
and work the wells right.

Flexible parameters
Customize wellhead listing order
and the threshold settings for
anomalies
Intuitive, web-based interface
Quickly realize functional and
operational proficiency
Color-coded dashboard
Instantly identify individual
wellhead circumstance via
filtered, color-coded information

www.iteresgroup.com

iTracker Overview

“iTracker plays a crucial role in
our efforts to accurately
account for gas purchases.
It has increased effectiveness
and has already improved our
bottom line.”
Ed Palombo
Director of Engineering

For gas producers, and for the buyers of that
gas, the volume information at the wellhead is
the cash register of the business. It is critical that
volume information be carefully scrutinized.
iTracker adds intelligence to the process of
identifying anomalies, facilitates the process for
researching/resolving those anomalies, eases
the process of interacting with the
counterparty, and provides a wealth of status
information via a highly-intuitive dashboard.
Additionally, iTracker provides an easy-to-use,
auditable mechanism for randomly selecting
wells for review.

iTracker Benefits
Increased well-audit efficiency
• Customize how wells are selected for audit
• Automate communication with audit teams
Reduced regulatory burden
• Demonstration of pro-active measures to
account for LAUF
• Improve rate-case validity
• Enhance LAUF management
Improved communication mechanisms
• Communicate with well-owners quickly
from within the application
• Incorporate data and graphics in
communications

Improved workflow efficiency
• Compare reported intakes across several
months for singular wells
• Customize threshold levels as needed to
meet requirements
• Prioritize workload by size and nature of
aberration
Flexible integration
• Rapid deployment to immediately begin
leveraging investment and increasing staff
productivity.

Visit iTracker online at www.iteresgroup.com
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iTracker Features
Uses data directly retrieved from
client’s current systems
iTracker can receive and analyze data
from gas management systems, accept
data from multiple systems, and has
flexible integration methods.

Dashboard reporting
User can see at a glance the current
status for that month’s volume
information, instantly identify the most
significant anomalies for analysis, and use
flexible parameters for flagging possible
anomalies.

Extensive random selection
capabilities
Randomly select wells that need special
attention for gas quality and
measurement audits. iTracker provides
configurable selection parameters based
on business rules and integrates into
work management systems to deploy
audit tasks.

Integrated communication
mechanisms
iTracker automatically generates contact
documents and graphics and emails
producers directly from the application.
Integrates with standard Microsoft Office
applications (Word, Outlook, Excel).

Incorporated audit and tracking
capabilities
Bookmark a well for review at a later time
and provide a detailed audit trail.

For more information about iTracker and how it can benefit your bottom line,
contact Donnie Walker at iTeres today. (214)244-9010 or dwalker@iteresgroup.com
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About iTeres
iTeres consistently delivers effective solutions
that align with customer goals and objectives.
iTeres’ solutions leverage technology to address
immediate needs and provide strategic platform
solutions designed to build a foundation for
future growth. You can feel confident in the
solution and be sure it is designed to support
your business over the long haul.
Innovation, quality, usability, and efficiency are
the cornerstones of iTeres solution design.
Commitment to quality infuses every aspect of
our business; enthusiasm for your success
propels our eﬀorts. Each step in the process is

focused on you, the customer—from solution
design to help desk support. Listening to you
and understanding your perspective is what
allows iTeres to develop answers that deliver
results and exceed expectations.
Deep experience in natural gas and technology
is what sets iTeres apart. iTeres understands the
challenges that face natural gas companies and
market factors that influence technology
decisions. Natural gas companies need a
partner providing solutions that position them
ahead of the changes—not reacting after
the fact.

iTracker Technical Specifications
User Interface

Business Logic

Database

Active Directory Integration & Authentication
Javascript, JQuery
ASP.NET
CSS
IIS 6.0 or newer

C++

SQL/Server

Visit iTracker online at
www.iteresgroup.com

For more information about iTracker and
how it can benefit your bottom line, contact
Donnie Walker at iTeres today!

(214)244-9010
dwalker@iteresgroup.com
www.iteresgroup.com

